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Recent high-resolution
photoionization experiments on Hz, HD and D2 [I] have shown that 1)
near the threshold for ionization, the dominant
mechanism for ionization is autoionization; 2) the

lifetimes for autoionization are 0.3 X lo-12 set
or longer; 3) although the vibrational propensity
rule [T(AZJ = -1) < T(AV = -2) < . . . ] is frequentlyobeyed, there are significant violations of this
rule, and 4) predissociation
is as fast as or faster
than autoionization in some cases for which both
are allowed. We report here a theoretical treatment which accounts for these phenomena. We
also derive the effect of isotopic substitution on
the autoionization and predissociation
rates. In
addition, the method is applied to associative
ionization and dissociative recombination; this
will he described elsewhere,
with a fuller treatment of the present topics.
In brief the method is as follows.
The rates
are first calculated as a first-order
perturbation
arising from vibronic coupling of bound motecular Rydberg states H3 (tzpo; 8) with the continuum, KS (u,.K) + e for autoionization or H (3s, 3p,
3d) + H(ls) for predissociation.
The coupling
operator is the nuclear kinetic energy operator,
which we further restrict to the vibrational or
radial component in the present discussion.
The
electronic and vibrationaI basis functions are ohtained in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation.
For a given internuclear
distance R, the effective

static potential for the electrons is a truncated
spherical harmonic series containing monopole
Coulomb and exchange contributions and quadrupolar Coulomb terms. This potential and the static effect of internuclear distance on the electronic wave function go, R) were described previously [2]. The eigenvalues of the static Hamiltonian
for various R values give the effective potentials

for determining vibrational wave functions x(R)_
The functions rl/(r. R) and X(R) were evaluated by
Numerov integration for the bound and continuum
states of interest.
Let us omit the angular part of the nuclear
wave functions and the nuclear rotational kinetic
energy operator,
both for reasons discussed previously [3] and because of the nature of the dominant vihronic coupling term. This dominant term
in the coupling matrix is the one proportional
to
(3/f(r, R)Xf(R)! (dXi ‘dR) (d+k;dR))

-

The dominant contributions from the electronic
wave functions themselves are. in almost all
cases, those due to variations with R in the finite-size IWWPOCC of the effective potential of
the Hi core. Previous formulations of vibronic
autoionization [3-5 j had omitted this term entirely, and had suggested that the R-dependence of
tl;s core quadrupole was normaRy the dominant
term (3-51. The qu&rusaiar
part is second in

importance, but for autoionization and predissociation, ordinarily contributes only a few percent
to the total rates. The importance of the monopole term is not onIy its magnitude but ako its
ability to couple two s-like electronic states.
However, we are concerned here primarily with
the opticaIly accessible rtpo and tzpa states: these
are also coup!ed primarily be the monopole.
From the Fermi Golden Rule,
7-l = (2~/~l(i/SYlf)12,
thedi>*ect bound-free
rates are obtained. Typical values are shown in
tables 1 and 2. Only values for rotationless (K =
= 0) nuclei are given; since the rates are almost
independent of K, at least to K = 8. Predissociation rates are very sensitive to the principal
quantum number and, except for slgw (‘c 109
set-1) predissociation,
relatively insensitive to.
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v lhrnt ionnl quunto m number. Autoionizatiox
rates
Incrc%wo mpldly with Inltlal vibrational
qr.anLum

n rnhr,
up to the maximum b for each n. (PrlnCtpll qu~fllurrr raumbers n refer to the unitc!d atom
W&HO
duslgnntlon.)
Autoionlzntlon
rates decrease
mUkadly with Au, the number ol vibrational
fwntn bv which the !nl!kzl Hi arxl fkiai af states
dlfk~. Tha rate of increase of autoionizationrate
604

with initial

vibration&

quantum number,

Waut&‘6~~tt

t

increases
with AU. The autoitmtzatPon rates vary
es (“tnt&-3;
Bard&y
[4] has shown that MS
dependence is a direct CBW_*LSES t: t&e norzmlization
in the core and must hold for suffictently
Large n. This dependence holds assent lally per-
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fectly for n 3 5 and wiibin a few percent ior TV= 4

in our calallattcme.
compartson of autola&ati0tl ?nd predissoctation rate@ shows that p~~U~sociatton is the fas~r
for only a few wluesof %e
P.sdis8ocfitfon

inthe u-system, from 6po and 7pq to H(3s) +
+ EWs) (Le, Ii& Spoj is always faster than autoionization,for all open channels, mfxm for
ZJ~IfOrR&
~~forHD+awt2llfor
2 . For

1~~8,

66v*llandforn=B,

v=7,8(forH2),

the twoprocesses have comparabIe rates. Par

the R system, for 82, states with n = 5, ZI 2 8
predtssoctate rather than wtotrmlae. For r states
With

n

= 6,

State8

ate; both processes

With

ZI = 7,8

contrilnxte

and

12

prediesoCi-

for o = 9, SO,11,13

and 14.The apparently erratic behavior of the

rates is a fun&on of whSch Au channel8 are open
for autoionizatiou; for n = 6, Au = -3 closes for
vmitia) > II, allowing predissoctatton to take
over.
The isotbpe effect ts shown in tables 1 and 3.
Predissoctation rates are increasingly sensttive
as I increases. The pattern of competittcmbetwetn autoionization and predissociatton ts not
changed significantly by isotopic sub&itutton,
even though the rates themselves are strougly
affected Occasionally cancellations in the Lategration over R may produce isolated anomalies,

as in the last two prediseociations cited in ta-

ble

2.

Finally, we have examined the effect d intermediate coupling between barnd Rydberg states
as a possible mechanism to explatn violations of
the vibrational propensity ruie for aUtOionizatLon
[1,31. The procedure for determirlng coupling matrix elements is the same as for autoionization
and predissociation but now ali the Wave functions
refer to bound states, electronic or nuclear. f&ch
coupling allows a slowly-autoionizing
or predissociattng “zero-order” state to steal autotoniaing
capability verg much as one state can steal osdlator strength from another. The quantitative details of the coupling are quite sensitive to the accuracy of the model because of the dependence of
coupling on the energy separations of zero-order
states. The off-diagonal rnatrtt elements are at
most 5 x 10-4 au. (100 cm-l) and more cumznonly lo- 30 cm-t_ This means +&at states couple
strongly when their energy separations are of
about this size. We could give reliable quantitative estimates for the effect of such ~arrpling on
rates only if we knew the zero-order vibrationalelectronic state energies t0 this atXtIraCy: Our
model fs clearly not this accurate. However, we
can pick out some general features and give some

examples d large effecta Of interm~
l3n-ras

tbevaOr>earinourmodeL

COUP-

cwpling with(Tpn, 8) date, which increases the
autoContaattonr;rte of &7r. 101from 9 x 207 set-1
to l.BX1O~Osec-~.lh'h&e&tcalc~ed coupllngs for the 3pr state: becanse, for eucb low n,
the Rydberg mode) ;or the electronic wave functhma woahl be l4o anr&atde. .f-owever we can
say with soye assurance that the observed high
autoio~kation rate of the R(fj line of the D(3pv,
ZJ= 6) state need not surprise us, and that seemingly capricious violations uf the PtbiationaIpro-

pen&.& rule can probably be used to locate states
with high wtoionization rates but low intensity in

absorption spectra
In conclamton,
we may mentkm the kinds of
dais with which one may expect to draw useM
comparbon between experimental and theoretfcal
results on vibromc autoionization and predissociation. (ine can soon eapect to compare absorption
and autoionization line widths, and hopefuUy, relative Intensities of broadened absorption and autoionization lines, in order to compare the relative
rates of predissoctation and autoiontzattor.. One
can atso look forward to using frequency perturbations in Rydberg SpectraI serfes to locate states
and give experimental values for the strengths of
some of the coupltng terms.
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